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Lessons learned by balancing stream 
habitat connectivity and transportation 
needs while pinching pennies    
 
John Perry  
MaineDOT Environmental Office 
(207) 592-2581 
  john.perry@maine.gov 
 
  >5,000  rivers  and  streams  
  
  37,000  miles  of  rivers  and  streams  
8,8   m les  of  road  
  
2,743  bridges  and  large  culv rts  
  










           
ÖMore  costly  than  rehabilitation  (excavation)  
ÖDetour/  traffic  issues  (road  closures)  









           
ÖMuch  cheaper  than  replacement  
ÖProlongs  the  life  of  the  original  structure  
ÖNo  detour/minor  traffic  issues  (no  road  closures)  
ÖDeep  fill?    No  problem!  
  
  
However,  not  the  best  alternative    for    








        Lining  a  failing  culvert  with  a  new  plastic  culvert  
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Insert  old  pre-­slipline  Cape  eliz.  
photo  Probably will lose whatever connectivity you may have had 
8QOHVV«  










  Route 201, Johnson Mountain Twp. 

funding  acquired  for  fix  in  2012  
  
Lining  the  bottom  (invert)  of  culvert  
  
Traditional  method  uses  concrete  
  












Early  attempt  at  fish  passage  design  
Design  agreed  upon  at  time  with  state  biologists  
Funding  acquired  for  fix  in  2012  







Internal  weirs  work  as  designed    
External  weir  structure  needed  
  
Route 111, Lyman 










W rap Up 
 
 
ÖCulvert rehab options are not perfect but do work 
ÖAccurate survey is critical²field truth elevations 
ÖStream profile information is now routinely collected 







ÖFuture maintenance issues?  Substrate 
stability and scour issues? Upstream issues? 
 
 
 
Questions?  
